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Hotel Zoo
BERLIN, GERMANY

If Grace Kelly were alive today, she would feel
right at home at this historic hotel – especially in
the 1920s-style cocktail bar that bears her name.
Kelly was among the Hollywood elite who gave
this hotel its star power in the 1950s, and a recent
revamp has supercharged the era’s timeless glamour.
The 144 rooms and suites are individually styled
with lush fabrics and colour themes, artistic fashion
photography and chic modern bathrooms. Sound
too much? Don’t forget to smile at the paparazzi in
the elevator. Lisa Davies
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THE ETERNAL charm of the
gin and tonic gets a refreshing
update this weekend at the
inaugural Fever-Tree Gin & Tonic
Festival. An array of more than
100 gins, both local (Four Pillars,
Never Never) and international
(Hendrick’s, Hayman’s of London),
will meet their match in an equally
diverse range of Fever-Tree tonics
on the Rose Garden lawns of
Centennial Parklands. Tickets
($65) include six mini G&Ts,
demos, discovery sessions and
live music. BYO picnic rug.
Jill Dupleix

FEVER-TREE GIN &
TONIC FESTIVAL
ROSE GARDEN,
CENTENNIAL PARK
SAT 2PM-9PM, SUN 2PM-8PM
FEVERTREEGANDTFESTIVAL.
COM.AU

FRIEND OF mine has an
unusual way of making
decisions. If she’s feeling really
stuck, and the pros and cons list
won’t cut it, she goes to see a
psychic. Not to predict the future,
she says, but to help her figure
out how she actually feels, beyond
reason and on a gut level.
The impulse is not alien to me,
because a few years ago – going
through a rough time when I was
unsure about every aspect of my
life – I developed a compulsive
need to read my horoscope. There
are more financially ruinous
addictions, and certainly more
telegenic ones, but this was
nonetheless pretty off-brand for a
hard-headed, empiricist editor like
I used to be. Every month I spent
$2 on an app with an aggressively
purple design scheme that was
apparently beloved by New York’s
stylish set. I chose it not because I
was fashionable, but because a lot
of my problems stemmed from
living in New York and I figured I
could do with a local’s insight.
Said problems included the
impossibility of paying rent on my
shoebox of an apartment without
going into credit-card debt; the
influx of Russian oligarchs and
their champagne bars making the
city even more unaffordable than it
was previously; winter lasting up
to 10 months; and the low thrum of
non-specific anxiety brought on by
taking the subway with a bunch of
unhinged strangers every day. To
sum up my predicament using a
song from LCD Soundsystem,
New York was bringing me down.
And the only thing giving me hope
every month was the possibility
that the next one would be
radically different in some way.
(One month, it was – though I can’t
even remember now whether any
of that was predicted in the app.)
Cultures around the world put
varying levels of stock in astrology.
All I know is that my star sign is
devastatingly accurate (I would
say that, I’m a Cancer, we’re born
followers), and that the vaguely
positive prognostications of a

woman bedecked in a great deal of
costume jewellery were bright
spots when I needed them. I
revisited this period of my life
while watching a new TV show, On
Becoming a God in Central Florida.
Once you get over the ridiculous
name, the series – which stars the
most underrated actress of all
time, Kirsten Dunst, as a
resourceful homemaker turned
entrepreneur – slowly reveals itself
as a critique of the constant hustle
required by capitalism, and
specifically in the US, home to its
most ruthless incarnation.
The financial and familial
struggles of Dunst’s character
lead her down all sorts of dark,
dangerous alleys, but the scenes
depicting her friendships, which
are unfailingly warm and honest,
tell us not to worry: she’ll be right.
Dunst’s character isn’t addicted to
horoscopes, but she, too, has her

Reading the stars
provided me with
order, even control.
slightly shameful crutches. (To
say more would require a spoiler
alert.) It got me thinking: is it any
coincidence that women are told
that the things which bring us
momentary solace are silly?
Reading the stars provided me
with order, even control. It’s
probably why we also like the trials
and tribulations of celebrity gossip
and the well-worn narrative
trajectory of romantic comedy.
Women are also told that life is a
competition for scarce resources,
and that we have to keep others
down in order to rise ourselves.
Yet, despite this, our friendships
endure, and the conversations
therein help us tell our own stories,
and to make sense of them.
The friend I mentioned, who
goes to the psychic? She had a big
choice to make recently, and
instead of spending $80 she
wouldn’t get back on predicting
the unpredictable, we talked it
through on the phone instead. ■
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